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algorithm to a user. This progressive approach can return a
large data set, as computing and outputting a large result at

VORONOI DIAGRAM -BASED ALGORITHM
FOR EFFICIENT PROGRESSIVE

CONTINUOUS K -NEAREST NEIGHBOR
QUERY FOR MOVING OBJECTS

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT SUPPORT

one time can be very time- consuming . Continuous output

and maintenance of the predictive query results can be

5 provided while the query point is moving. Generally, a query
point's trajectory ( or path ) comprises many small line seg

ments . For each segment, traditionalmethods need to post a
new query , which can be very expensive. Embodiments of

This invention was made with government support under the subject invention can post one query for all segments in
# 1213026 awarded by National Science Foundation . The 10 the
path (i. e., only a one - time tree traversal in the algorithm ).
government has certain rights in the invention .
Continuous k nearest neighbor (CKNN ) query is a tech
nology in the spatial database realm and useful in location

BACKGROUND

based applications. For some applications, there is interest in

Modern technology allows moving object data to be
moving object data (e. g., traffic monitoring, flight control,
and location - based advertisement and recommendation )
typically require location -based services (LBS ). LBS
involve querying for the historical, current, or predicted 20
future locations of moving objects .
BRIEF SUMMARY

time-dependent locations. In other cases, there is interest in

collected easily and extensively . Applications that deal with 15 the object 's extent change over time. In these situations,

moving points and moving regions are the abstractions .
Cars , airplanes, ships, animals , and mobile phone users are
considered moving points while forest fires, and the spread
of epidemic diseases, are considered moving regions.

CKNN can retrieve the k nearest neighboring (kNN ) query

result to every point on the path of a moving object. The
result is position - or time-dependent and can change when

the order of the data objects ' relative distances change .

Embodiments of the subject invention provide methods CKNN queries can be utilized for many location -based
and apparatuses that return the result of a query to a user 25 applications . For example , " If I continue moving in this
device . Continuous output and maintenance of the predictive
direction , what will be my closest restaurants for the next 10
query results can be provided while the query point is minutes ?” or “ What will be my nearest gas station at any
point during my route from city A to city B ? ” . An interest
moving
Embodiments also provide methods and apparatuses that point can represent but is not limited to the following: a
can retrieve the k nearest neighboring (KNN ) query result to 30 hospital( s ), medical office ( s ), restaurant( s ), gas station ( s ),

every point on the path of a moving object. The result is
position - and/or time-dependent and can change when the

landmark (s ), hotel(s ), structure (s), service provider(s ), ven
dor(s ), retailer(s), or store (s ), or any combination thereof .

order of the data objects ' relative distances change . CKNN
queries can be utilized for many location -based applications.

The progressive continuous k nearest neighbor (PCKNN )
query continuously searches for k nearest objects while a

Embodiments provide methods and apparatuses that are 35 point is moving along a specified path . For a PCKNN query ,
each element in the result set can be expressed as the
for applications on servers handling large amounts of que
following two-component tuple :

scalable , use minimal resources of a CPU , IO , and memory,
ries ( e . g ., large - scale online LBS map services ) and appli

result [i] = < [A, B ),(NN1,NN2 , . . . ,NNk )> (i = 0 ,1,

(1)
cations on devices with limited CPU and memory (e.g.,GPS 40
2, . . . )
navigation devices with embedded systems).
Points A and B are located in the query segment . Formula
1 states that for an arbitrary point Q between A and B in the
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
query segment, it ' s k -NN is ( f1, f2 , . . . , fk ), which are the

FIG . 1 shows an example of a workflow of PCKNN
Q ' s k nearest neighbors . The distances between Q and its k
nearest neighbors are incremental. The sequence (NN1,
utilizing a Voronoi diagram to " bound” a set of interest 45
45 NN2
, . . . , NNK ) is defined as a KNN -Sequence . As shown
points.

FIG . 2 shows an example of the generation of split pointsto
with respect to the query trajectory in a PCKNN query.

in FIG . 2 , a result of this PC3NN query can be:
result = { <(S,A ),(11 ,12,13)>,< (A,B ),(12 , 11 ,13)> ,<(B ,C ),

using the perpendicular bisectors between interest points

(2 )
( 12 ,13,11 )> ,<(CE ),($3,12,71 )> }.
FIG . 3A shows an example of an adjacent swap before a 50 For any two adjacent KNN -Sequences, ( e .g ., (fi, f2 . f3 )
query point passes a particular split point in a PCKNN query . and (f2 , f1 , f3 )), a difference is the reversal of two adjacent
FIG . 3B shows an example of an adjacent swap after a
elements , (e . g ., fl and f2 ) . A similar conclusion can be
query point passes a particular split point in a PCKNN query . tenable for multiple PCKNN queries.
FIG . 4 shows an example of a query point before passing
In a result of a PCKNN query, the kNN - Sequence can
a split point in a CKNN query.
55 change with the continuous movement of the query point on
FIG . 5 shows an example of a query point traveling along query segment SE . Every change of the KNN -Sequence can
a segment, using a Voronoi diagram in a INN query
be the result of the swapping of two or more adjacent
FIG . 6 shows an example illustrating the swapping of two
elements in the sequence .

interest points when a query point reaches a swap split point.

Proof (by contradiction ): Assume there' s a point A on

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

For segment |AEI, the KNN -Sequence is
(11,12 ,. . . Fi?i+ 1),. . . Nj-1),fi?( + 1),. . . fk ),
(4)
in which case the two elements swapped are not adjacent.

FIG . 7 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 60 segment SE . The query point O is moving from S to E . And
computer -based system for performing a k -nearest neighbor for segment ISAI, the KNN - Sequence is
location -based service .

(11.82 ,. . . fif(i+ 1), . . . Mj- 1), fif[j+ 1), . . . . ?k ).

Embodiments of the subject invention provide progres
sive algorithms that report the result of a CKNN query of the

65
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It can be inferred that when IQAI -> (Q gets close to A )
with ISQI< /SAI (Q is still on segment SA ), the kNNSe
quence is (fl, f2 , . . . , fi, f(i + 1), . . . , f( - 1 ), fj,
f ( + 1 ), . . . , fk ). When IQA ] > 0 with ISQI > ISAI ( Q is on

NNs of s. Then the points in the union set of pl’ s and p4 's
neighbors {p2, p7, p6 , p5, p10 , p9 } are the candidate points

of Q is continuous, dist(A , fi ) must be equal to dist( A , fj) .

points can be calculated in order to generate split points. For

of the 3NN .

The set of the neighbors of current k -NN can be the

segment AE ), the KKNN - Sequence is (fl , f2 , . . . fj, 5 candidate points . After all the k -NN and candidate points are
j (i + 1 ), . . . , f ( - 1 ) , fi, f( + 1 ), . . . , fk ) . Since the movement sorted , the perpendicular bisector of each pair of adjacent
According to the definition of kNNSequence , dist( A , example , if there are k points of NNs and c candidate points ,
fi )< = dist( A , f (i + 1 )) < = . . . < = dist( A , fj) . Therefore , dist( A , then the number of split points can be k + c - 1 (one split point
fi), dist( A , f (i + 1 )), . . . , dist( A , fj) can be equal to each other. 10 for every pair of adjacent interest points ). When a query
That means for any two points chosen from fi, f(i + 1 ), . . . , point q is moving along the query segment, we can maintain
fj, denoted as fu and fv, the perpendicular bisector of k + c interest points and k + c - 1 split points . At the point that

segment |fufv |must pass A . When Q passes A , the positions the k -NN changes, the point that is swapped out can be the
of fu and fv in the KNN -Sequence must be reversed , which
current kth NN and the point that is swapped in is the new
means any two points from fi , f(i + 1), fj must be reversed . 15 kh NN .
Then the KNN -Sequence should be
Embodiments of the subject invention are efficient and
can avoid false misses. Certain embodiments can output
progressive outputs results that are more favorable to tradi
(11.82 , . . . fifj- 1), . . . f(i+ 1).fi.flj+1),. . . fk ),
tional methods including when the query is expensive to
20 execute or the result set is large.
Embodiments of the subject invention are scalable and

instead of

(71.12 , . . . [] f(i+ 1), . . . f(j- 1).fi.f(j+ 1),. . . fk ).
This result contradicts the assumption .

(6)

use minimal resources of a CPU , IO , and memory , for
(e.g ., large - scale online LBS map services ) and applications

applications on servers handling large amounts of queries

Referring to FIG . 3A , given a query segment lsel, 4 25 on devices with limited CPU and memory (e . g ., GPS navi
interest points (a , b , c , d ), and query points (q , q ') that move
gation devices with embedded systems) .
from left to right on sel, the sequence of distances between
Embodiments of the subject invention can track and
a query point and interest points can be observed . It should
output Ck -NN results when the order of KNN changes .
be appreciated by one of ordinary skill in the art that interest

Embodiments of the subject invention function for any

points can be generated through interaction with database on 30 trajectory and are not restricted to query trajectories that
an external server or from a localized database . The dis consist of only line segments ( e . g., curves, loops, etc .).

tance - sorted sequence of interest points in relation to q is a ,

Given a query point q moving along some path g , a set of

b , c , d . Comparatively , the distance - sorted sequence of

interest points I, and a constant k , a subset of I ( or less if data

interest points in relation to q ' is d , c, b , a . Split points that

set size is less than k ), in which the points are the k closest

segments labl, ?bcl, and Icd are connected , as seen in FIG .

any tuple in result set R . Path g is a set of any points, in

result from adjacent interest points are generated , hence 35 distance points to q , can be continually returned as part of

3A . These split points are swap split points (i.e., the points which each point can be a tuple of coordinates . Path g is the
on the query trajectory at which the order of two adjacent
trajectory of a query point q represented as a geometric
interest points is reversed ). Once adjacent elements are shape, which may be , but is not limited to be , a line segment,
swapped , new split points can be generated in accordance to 40 polyline, and curve .
the newly adjacent elements in the sequence ; therefore ,
A query point ormoving object q can travel along path g ;
suggesting that split points can be generated as the query
the point q can be a tuple of coordinates at any given time
and can represent an object in physical or virtual multidi
point moves along Isel.
In FIG . 3B , the query pointmoves to split point x , which mensional space (e .g., a person, an animal, a car, a plane, a

results in a and b being swapped . The new sequence of 45 smartphone , or a drone ). Although this applies to every point

interest points is now shown to be b , a , c , d . Since previously p in I, different points in I can be represented by different
non -adjacent elements ( e . g., a and c ) are now adjacent and
object types . It is possible for every point p in I to have
previously adjacent elements are now non - adjacent ( e. g ., b
different object types. Every interest point p in I can be a
and c ), Ibel can be disconnected and lac ) can be connected . stationary object (e . g ., a gas station , a police station , a
Split point y can be removed temporarily until b and c 50 restaurant, hotel, or an objective in a videogame).

become adjacent to one another again and a new split point
y ' can be generated between the newly adjacent elements
( e . g ., a and c ) . Repeating these steps on the query interval

Isel will output the split points and CKNN progressively.

Constant k can be the maximum number of interest points
returned as part of any tuple in result set R . However, the
s ize may be less than k if the data set size is less than k .

PCKNN result set R can be a set of tuples, in which each
A Voronoi diagram is a partitioning of a plane of points 55 tuple contains a split point along with a collection of k
into Voronoi polygons (i. e ., convex polygons that each
interest points ordered by their distance to q . An example is
comprises one generating point). As seen in FIG . 5 , the R = { < s1, {p23 , p50 , p11, p9 } > , < s2 , {p50 , p23 , p11 , p9} > ,
points ( e . g ., pl-p10 ) are interest points and are also the
< s3 , {p50 , p23 , p9, p11 } > } . In this example , as a query point
generators or seeds of the Voronoi diagram . The generator of
passes split point sl , interest pointp23 is the INN , p50 is
the Voronoi polygon that contains start point s is the first NN 60 the 2NN . R can be updated and the change in R can be
( 1NN ) of s (e . g.,p1 is the 1NN of s ). The second NN (2NN ) progressively returned as q travels along g .
of s is among the adjacent generators of pl and these
A possible workflow of a PCKNN query with a Voronoi
generators (i.e., candidate points , p2, p4 , p5 , p6 , and p '7) are diagram can be seen in FIG . 1. An initial starting point can
adjacent generators of p1 and thus are the candidate points
include binding a set of interest points using a Voronoi
of the 2 -NN . The kthNN of s is among the union set of 65 diagram . In order to accomplish this, a VR- tree can be
adjacent generators of the first determined ( k - 1 ) NN gen constructed on the spatial database (set of interest points ) as
erators. For example, suppose pl and p4 are the first two in prior to execution of the algorithm . For example , as seen

US 10 ,200 ,814 B1
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in FIG . 5 , the interest points (a , b , c , d , f, g , h , i} can be
“ bound” using a Voronoi diagram . A next step can be to
calculate and process the 1NN .
The 1NN of the query point can be calculated using a

Another step can be to remove and discard split points
contain either of the two swapped interest points . Split
points for each newly adjacent pair of points in IP -List can

be sorted by distance to the query point in ascending order .

is reached , e . g . when q encounters or reaches a split point,

from the S -Heap that reference nodes in the IP -List that

Voronoi R -tree algorithm and stored into a linked list of 5 be generated and inserted into the S -Heap . These steps can
interest points , ( hereinafter referred to as IP - List ), that can
be iteratively performed until a query termination condition

A linked list can be a linear data structure such that each the distance between query point q and the top of the S -Heap
element is a node that contains data and a pointer or is less than or equal to a specified threshold the next split
reference to the next node. The IP -List can be divided into 10 point in S -Heap is farther than the endpoint of the specified
two partitions : a left KNN - Partition and a right Candidate Partition . The KNN - Partition can contain the current k
nearest interest points (k -NN ), while the Candidate - Partition

can contains candidate points. Candidate points are points in

trajectory with respect to q, or the S -Heap is empty . When
any of these conditions is reached , the PCKNN can end .
An illustration of swapping is shown in FIG . 6 . When the

query point reaches the next swap split point spá , interest

the Voronoi cells adjacent to the KNN 's cells. The previously 15 points p9 and p44 can be retrieved . The interest points can

calculated INN can be added to the KNN -Partition and

become the first entry in the entire list and adjacent points

can be added to the Candidate -Partition .

A next step can be to update a graph ( hereinafter referred
to as Ref-Graph ), which contains mappings between each 20

be subsequently swapped in the IP -List. Given two interest
points p ; and pity that were retrieved before a swap operation
and after the query point encounters the next split point in
the S -Heap , the set of newly adjacent pairs is defined as:

point in the IP - List and points that it is referencing and

{<P:-1,Pi+1>,<Pit 1»P :>, < PxPit2 > } if 1sisn - 3

points that are currently referencing it in IP -list. Ref-Graph
is updated so that 1NN stores pointers to the candidate points
and each candidate point stores a pointer to 1NN . A next step

{ <P :-1,Pi+1 >, < Pi+ 1,P ;> } otherwise if 1sisn = 2

can be to perform garbage collection on the IP - List. Garbage 25

{ <Pi+1,P ;>, <PiP i+ 2 > } otherwise if Osisn - 3

collection process on the IP -List can be performed to

(7)
{<Pi+1»P :> }otherwise if Osisn - 2
remove from the Candidate -Partition any points that do not
have points that are referencing it in IP -List. Since all points
where n is the number of elements in the IP -List.
in the Candidate -Partition are being referenced by INN , no
As seen FIG . 6 , p ; = p9 and pin1 = p44 . The set of newly
points are removed . Garbage collection is performed on the 30 adjacent pairs of interest points in the IP -List is { <p11 ,
p44 > , < p44 , p9 > , < p9, p81 > } . For each unique point in this
IP -List every time the Ref-Graph is updated .
The next NN can be found and appended to kNN - set, their swap split points ( spá , sp9 , and sp8 ) are retrieved
Partition . This next NN can be processed as with 1NN , the
in the S -Heap as all interest points in the IP -List have a
Ref-Graph can be updated , a garbage collection on the pointer or reference to their respective split point in the heap .
IP -List is performed , and the next NN is found. The steps 35 Split points sp , sp9, and sp8 are removed from the S -Heap
and discarded . The next swap points ( sp112 - sp114 ) for each
can be repeated until the initial kNN is found.
A next step can be to generate split points and maintain
pair of interest points in the IP -List are generated , pointers /
results . Split points can be generated by connecting all

references to and from their respective interest points in the

adjacent interest point pairs from the sorted IP - List and

IP - List are allocated , and they are inserted into the S -Heap .

embodiments, if a split point references on the first of the

effective resolution of continuous k nearest neighbor queries

stored into a min -heap of split points (hereinafter referred to 40 Although sp114 is not shown in FIG . 6 , it should be
as S -Heap ) . In certain embodiments , a mapping between
understood that sp114 is inserted into the middle of the
each split point and the pair of adjacent interest points that S -Heap for < p9, p81 > .
correspond to said split point is not required . In these
Algorithms have been disclosed in the foregoing for the
pair , the second can be easily retrieved by accessing the 45 and that return results in a progressive fashion (i. e . predic

first's next node in IP -List. For instance , in FIG . 6 , spg only
tive , real time, or historical). While the foregoing exemplary
points to pe instead of keeping an additional pointer to p
embodiments and examples have been presented , they do
as P44 's adjacent node is pg.
not limit the scope of the invention and its use cases but
The IP -List can be continuously maintained and the KNN
serve as illustrations of use cases . That is to say that neither
can be reported progressively . As a query point q runs into 50 a GPS , database , smartphone, smartphone application , nor
a split point, split points can be either added or deleted from
any of the technologies in the exemplary embodiments need
S -Heap while the order of all interest points in IP - List is to be used in the deployment of embodiments of the present

maintained . When a split point is encountered , there can be invention. Certain embodiments can be implemented
multiple scenarios. A first possible scenario can that a split locally , remotely, on an internet -enabled or non -Internet
point is generated by two points in the KNN -Partition is 55 enabled personal computer (PC ), server, smartphone , any
generated . In this instance the two points in the KNN - device or equipment, or any combination of the above , all
Partition are swapped and the change in the KNN - Partition

possibly interconnected via a wired or wireless network .

is output as a kNN result. In a second scenario , the split point

In an embodiment of the subject invention , a system can

was generated using one point p in the KNN - Partition and

detect object moving in a through a universe of interest

one point q in the Candidate -Partition . In this instance , the 60 points . A split point set of the trajectory of the object can be
two points can be swapped , the point q can be process as
defined recursively as the first point of the trajectory and all

described above, the Ref-Graph can be updated as described

subsequent points of the trajectory where the ordered list of

above, a garbage collection on the IP -List can be performed ,
and the change in KNN - Partition can be output as a kNN
result. A third scenario can be a split point generated by two 65
points in the Candidate - Partition . In this instance, the two
points can be swapped .

the k nearest interest points differs from that list for the
previous split point on the trajectory . A KNN query ( 9),
which for a given reference point and a given integer k , can
output the k interest points that are nearest to said reference
point. The continuous version of said query with respect to
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said trajectory is defined as said query being potentially ond partition. For each of the new pairs that is formed as the
result of adding said s2 ' s adjacent neighbors to the Candi
moving object at said time on said trajectory. That is for any date-Output- List , add to the Candidate -Split-Point- List the
time t, q (t) would result in a set of k interest points that are nearest ( to the reference point) intersection point ( if any ) of
nearest to the location of the moving object at time t.
5 the trajectory and the perpendicular bisector of said new
A query computing device comprising a computer read
pair ; and ( viii) produce output by delivering the content of
evaluated at any time as referencing the location of the

able medium storing and indexing interest points by using a
VOR -tree and storing instructions that when executed (e . g .,

by a processor ) evaluates the continuous query by perform -

ing the following steps: an initial step can be, receiving a 10

the first partition of the current Candidate -Output-List ( and
may include additional information , such as said candidate
split point) if none of s1 , s2 in the second partition .
In another embodiment of the subject invention , the query

continuous KNN query from the querying device , a next step
can be initially, letting the reference point be the beginning

device is the same device as the query - computing device .
In another embodiment, determining whether sl’ s adja

of the trajectory of the object. A next step can be , computing

cent neighbors are not the k -nearest neighbors ' in the first

an initial set comprised of the k interest points nearest to the partition ) adjacent neighbors and whether s2 ' s adjacent
reference point and the set of their adjacent neighbor interest 15 neighbors are not in the second partition , is further opti
points (as defined in the Voronoi Diagram ), by using a kNN
mized by using adjacent neighbors reference graph to rep
algorithm based on Voronoi R - tree . A next step can be , resent the adjacent neighbor relationship in the Candidate

building a list (hereinafter referred to as Candidate -Output

Output- List.

List) to store all the interest points contained in the initial set,
In another embodiment, an adjacent neighbor 's reference
where all interest points in the list are ordered by their 20 graph is implemented by using reference pointer in the
distance to the reference point. The Candidate -Output - List memory of a computer readable medium . The reference
comprises two partitions: the first partition initially contains

pointer can be stored in one element in Candidate -Output

the k nearest objects, and the second partition contains all of
their adjacent neighbors ,

List and point to the other element in Candidate -Output-List
to represent the neighborhood relationship in Voronoi dia

A next step can be, initializing a min -heap data structure 25 gram of two interest point in the Candidate -Output -List .
( referred to hereinafter as Candidate -Split -Point -List) to
In yet another embodiment, the termination condition is

initially contain candidate split points computed as follows:

one of the following situations : the reference point becomes

(i) for each point in the Candidate -Output-List consider the a split point or a specified point in the trajectory path , or the
perpendicular bisector between said point and the subse - Candidate -Split -Point-List is empty . A querying device
quent point in the Candidate -Output-List, ( ii ) if said bisector 30 includes a mobile device, tablet, in -car personal computer.
intersects with the trajectory then add the nearest ( to said
The querying device can include a graphical user interface
point) intersection as a candidate split point to said Candi- to input a search query and receive the search query results.
date - Split-Point - List, and (iii) maintain the contents of Can -

A query computing device can be a query computer or

didate -Split -Point- List ordered by their distance to the ref-

server, or cloud computing based technology.

erence point and linking each point in the Candidate - Split- 35

Point-List to the two points in Candidate -Output-List from

which said Candidate - Split- Point-List point was computed .

FIG . 7 is an embodiment of the system and includes a

querying device 100 , including a mobile device , wherein the

querying device 100 may transmit spatial, temporal infor

A next step can be , iteratively , performing the following

mation , and other notifications to a query computing device

steps until a termination condition is reached : (i) move the

500 . A querying device 100 and the query computing device

reference point to the candidate split point that is popped 40 can communicate with a location based service related

from the Candidate - Split- Point-List (the reference point is

satellite 300, a database of interest points and geolocations

the hypothetical position of the moving object), ( ii ) from the

of the interest points 400 through one or more modes of

Candidate -Output-List, swap the two interest points (s1 , s2 )

communication or communication networks 200 .

linked from said Candidate - Split-Point-List point (i.e . swap

The querying device can comprise a processor, 110 ,

the two points sl , s2 from which the Candidate -Split -Point- 45 memory , 120 , a graphical user interface 140 seen on a

List point was computed , into s2 , sl, whereby the Candidate -Output-List will become ordered by the distance to the

display 130 and peripherals 150 . The query computing
device can include a processor 510 and memory 520.

in Candidate -Output- List as so and the succeeding point to

munications port, a wired transceiver , a wireless transceiver,

new reference point ), (iii ) denote the preceding to s2 point

The communication network 200 can comprise a com

s2 as s3 , ( iv ) remove form the Candidate - Split- Point-List the 50 and / or a network card . The communication network can

candidate split points thatwere computed using the pairs ( S0 ,
sl ), ( s1, s2 ) and (s2 , s3 ), (v ) for each of the three pairs ( s0 ,

communicate using technologies such as Ethernet, fiber
optics , microwave , xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line), Wire

s2 ), ( s2 , sl), and (s1, s3 ), add to the Candidate -Split-PointList the nearest ( to the reference point) intersection point ( if

less Local Area Network (WLAN ) technology , wireless
cellular technology , BLUETOOTH technology and/or any

any ) of the trajectory and the perpendicular bisector of said 55 other appropriate technology

pair, (vi) if prior to the swap sl was in the first partition of

the Candidate -Output- List while s2 was in its second parti -

An embodiment of the query computing device can be

configured to perform any feature or any combination of

tion then perform the following : ( vi )(a ) determine and
features described above as performed by the query com
remove sl ' s adjacent neighbors (as defined in the Voronoi puting device . In such an embodiment, the non - transitory
Diagram ) from the Candidate -Output-List if said neighbors 60 computer readable medium may store instructions which ,

are not adjacent neighbors (as defined in the Voronoi Dia gram ) of any points in the first partition , and remove form

when executed by the processor, cause the processor to
perform any feature or any combination of features
the Candidate - Split-Point-List the candidate split points that described above.
are linked to said removed sl ' s adjacent neighbors in the
The methods and processes described herein can be
Candidate -Output-List, and ( vi) (b ) determine and add s2 ' s 65 embodied as code and /or data . The software code and data
adjacent neighbors (as defined in the Voronoi Diagram ) to
described herein can be stored on one or more machine
Candidate -Output-List if said neighbors are not in the sec
readable media (e .g ., computer-readable media ), which may
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reposting them . The user can interact with the application

include any device or medium that can store code and/or
data for use by a computer system . When a computer system

and indicate that the user would like to change the destina

and /or processer reads and executes the code and /or data tion to hotel E .
stored on a computer- readable medium , the computer sys
Example 3
tem and /or processer performs the methods and processes 5
embodied as data structures and code stored within the
A user can see an advertisement for a restaurant chain ,
computer-readable storage medium .
though
the restaurant may be located in an opposite direction
It should be appreciated by those skilled in the art that in the path
travel. The user can change direction and head
computer-readable media include removable and non-re 10 towards theofrestaurant
. The application can notify the user
movable structures /devices that can be used for storage of 10

that there has been a change in the directions of the original
driving route . However, even though the direction has
changed , the user remains on the original path . Therefore ,

information , such as computer -readable instructions, data

structures, program modules, and other data used by a
computing system /environment. A computer-readable

the service does not need to regenerate the swap points as

medium includes, but is not limited to , volatile memory such 15 they remain the same.

as random access memories (RAM , DRAM , SRAM ); and
Example 4
non - volatile memory such as flash memory, various read
only -memories (ROM , PROM , EPROM , EEPROM ),mag
netic and ferromagnetic / ferroelectric memories (MRAM ,
In a particular embodiment, a system or method can
FeRAM ), and magnetic and optical storage devices (hard 20 predict the 5 nearest interest points during a drive along a
drives , magnetic tape , CDs, DVDs ); network devices ; or

path between two locations .

othermedia now known or later developed that is capable of

Example 5

medium of the subject invention can be , for example , a

In a particular embodiment, a system or method can report
and update in real time the 3 nearest interest points during

storing computer- readable information / data . Computer
readable media should not be construed or interpreted to
include any propagating signals . A computer -readable 25

a walk from two locations.

compact disc (CD ), digital video disc (DVD ), flash memory
device , volatile memory, or a hard disk drive (HDD ), such

It should be understood that the examples and embodi
ments described herein are for illustrative purposes only and
as an external HDD or the HDD of a computing device , 30 that various modifications or changes in light thereof will be
though embodiments are not limited thereto . A computing suggested to persons skilled in the art and are to be included

device can be, for example, a laptop computer, desktop within the spirit and purview of this application.
computer, server, cell phone, or tablet, though embodiments
All patents , patent applications, provisional applications,
are not limited thereto .
and publications referred to or cited herein (including those
A greater understanding of the present invention and of its 35 in the “ References” section) are incorporated by reference in

many advantages may be had from the following examples,

their entirety , including all figures and tables , to the extent

given by way of illustration . The following examples are
illustrative of some of the methods, applications , embodi
ments and variants of the present invention. They are , of

they are not inconsistent with the explicit teachings of this
specification .
what is claimed is :

course , not to be considered as limiting the invention . 40 1. A method for performing a continuous computer -based
Numerous changes and modifications can be made with
k -nearest neighbors (KNN ) query in location based services
respect to the invention .
for moving objects, which outputs ordered query results in
a continuous and progressive manner, comprising :

Example 1

45

A user driving in a vehicle with a Global Positioning
System (GPS ) application installed on an internet enabled

smartphone can inquire about the closest hotels at the
beginning of an 18 -hour driving trip . As the user is driving ,

providing a query computing device comprising a com
puter readable medium comprising instructions that
when executed causes at least one processor to :
receive , by a receiving device , a continuous k -nearest
neighbor (kNN ) query from a querying device ;
detect, by a detecting device , an initial position , a

the user would like to know , the 10 closest hotels at any 50

point along the planned route . Using the user ' s current

geographical location, driving route , and the data bound by

current position , and a trajectory path of the querying

device , the initial position being considered a refer
ence point;

the Voronoi diagram , the service can determine the 10

continuously detect a set of interest points surrounding

locations of can returned to theGPS application on the smart 55
phone and sequentially ordered by their distance to the

continuously map the set of interest points into a

the querying device along the trajectory path ;

closest hotels at any point during the trip . The names and

user 's current location .

Voronoi diagram ;

store and index the set of interest points using a Voronoi
R -tree (VOR - tree );

Example 2

continuously compute a set of k - nearest interest points

60

to the querying device ;
construct a list of the k -nearest interest points, the list
being ordered on each interest point’ s distance from
the querying device ;
partition the ordered list, a first partition containing the

exit , then hotel E will be closest. This information can be 65

k -nearest interest points, and a second partition con

A user on an extended driving trip can decide to get off the

next exit on the highway . A smart phone application indi
cates that hotel H is currently closest. The application can
also indicate that once the user gets off the next highway

displayed within the application because of the capability of

efficient progressive re -computation of queries without

taining all adjacent neighbors of the k -nearest inter
est points ;
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initialize a min -heap data structure to contain a plural

ity of split points , a split point being computed by
computing a perpendicular bisector for each interest

interest point sk in the ordered list and each interest

point that sk is referencing and each interest point that

is referencing sk in the list.

point and subsequent interest point in the ordered list
4 . The method of claim 3 , the graph being implemented
and then detecting each point of intersection of each 5 by using a reference pointer in the memory of a computer

perpendicular bisector and the trajectory path , each
point of intersection being a split point;

insert each split point into the min -heap data structure
in ordered pairs , a second interest point of a pair

readable medium , the reference pointer being stored in one

element in the ordered list and point to another element in

list to represent the relationship in the Voronoi diagram of

points in the ordered list.
being the first interest point in a directly subsequent 10 two5 . interest
The method of claim 1, when interest points sl and s2
pair;
are not in the second partition , the processor being further
maintain an order of the min - heap data structure based
configured to :
upon each point of intersection 's distance from the con
continuously transmit the first partition to the querying
querying device ;
device.

link each split point with its pair of interest point and 15
subsequent interest point;

perform steps a )- e ) until a termination condition is
reached :
a ) detect the querying device traversing a split point;

6 . The method of claim 1, the query computing device

being the same as the querying device .
7 . The method of claim 1 , the processor further being
configured to :

b ) move the position of the reference point from the 20 use pointers in the memory of the computer readable
initial position to a position of the traversed split
medium to maintain the linking between each split
point ;
point in the min -heap data structure and each corre
c ) in the list swap the position of the interest point
sponding two interest points in the ordered list used to

and subsequent adjacent interest point (s 1 , s2 )
generate each respective split point.
linked to the traversed split point thereby causing 25 8 . The method of claim 1 , the termination condition
the list to be ordered by the distance to the position
comprising one of the following situations: the reference
of the traversed split point;
point becomes a split point or a specified point in the
d ) remove from the min - heap data structure, each trajectory path ; or the min -heap data structure is empty .
split point being computed using pairs (so , s1) ,
9 . The method of claim 1 , an interest point being at least

(s1, s2 ) and (s2 , s3 ); and
one hospital, medical office , restaurant, gas station , land
e ) for each of pairs ( sO , s2 ), ( s2 , sl ), and (s1, s3 ), add su mark
, hotel, structure , service provider , vendor, retailer ,
to the min -heap data structure a nearest (to the
reference point ) intersection point of the trajectory

store , or any combination thereof.

10 . The method of claim 1, The method of claim 1 , the
and the perpendicular bisector of each respective 35 query
computing device being an external device commu
pair ; and

continuously transmit the k - nearest interest points to the
mobile device .
2 . The method of claim 1 , prior to the swap interest point

nication with the querying device through a communications

network .

11 . A system for performing computer- based continuous

s1 being in the first partition and interest point s2 being in

k -nearest neighbors (kNN ) query in location based services
the second partition , the processor being further configured 40 for moving objects , which outputs ordered query results in
a continuous and progressive manner, the system compris
to :
identify and remove each of interest point sl ’s adjacent ing:
neighbors that are not adjacent neighbors of any inter
a querying device ;
est points in the first partition , as defined in the Voronoi
45
remove from the min -heap data structure each split points
Diagram , from the list;

linked to the removed sl ’s adjacent neighbors in the
ordered list;
identify and add s2 's adjacent neighbors that are not in the

second partition , as defined in the Voronoi Diagram , to 50

the ordered list; and
for each new pair formed as the result of adding s2 ' s
adjacent neighbors to the ordered list, add to the
min -heap data structure the nearest ( to the reference
point ) intersection point of the trajectory path and the 55

perpendicular bisector of the new pair .
3 . The method of claim 2 , the processor being further

configured to :
optimize identification of interest point sl ' s adjacent
neighbors that are not adjacent neighbors of the k -near - 60

est interest points by utilizing a graph which contains

mappings between each interest point sk in the ordered
list and each interest point that sk is referencing and
each interest point that is referencing sk in the list; and
optimize identification of interest point s2 's adjacent 65
neighbors that are not in the second partition by uti
lizing a graph which contains mappings between each

a database containing geo - locations of at least one hos
pital, medical office , restaurant, gas station , landmark ,

hotel, structure , service provider, vendor, retailer, store ,

or any combination thereof;

a communication network connecting the query device
and database , and

a query computing device in communication with the
database and querying device through the communica
tion network and comprising a computer readable

medium comprising instructions that when executed
causes at least one processor to :
receive a continuous k -nearest neighbor (kNN ) query

from a querying device;
detect an initial position , a current position , and a

trajectory path of the querying device, the initial

position being considered a reference point;

continuously detect a set of interest points surrounding

the querying device along the trajectory path ;

continuously map the set of interest points into a
Voronoi diagram ;
store and index the set of interest points using a Voronoi
R -tree ( VoR -tree );
continuously compute a set of k - nearest interest points
to the querying device ;
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construct a list of the k -nearest interest points, the list
being ordered on each interest point’s distance from

construct a list of the k -nearest interest points , the list

being ordered on each interest point 's distance from
the reference point;

the querying device ;
partition the ordered list, a first partition containing the

k -nearest interest points , and a second partition con - 5

taining all adjacent neighbors of the k -nearest inter
est points ;
initialize a min - heap data structure to contain a plural

partition the ordered list, a first partition containing the
k -nearest interest points , and a second partition con
taining all adjacent neighbors of the k - nearest inter
est points ;

initialize a min - heap data structure to contain a plural

ity of split points, a split point being computed by

ity of split points, a split point being computed by

computing a perpendicular bisector for each interest 10

point and subsequent interest point in the ordered list
and then detecting each point of intersection of each
perpendicular bisector and the trajectory path , each

computing a perpendicular bisector for each interest
point and subsequent interest point in the ordered list
and then detecting each point of intersection of each
perpendicular bisector and the trajectory path , each

point of intersection being a split point;

point of intersection being a split point;
insert each split point into the min -heap data structure 15
in ordered pairs , a second interest point of a pair

being the first interest point in a directly subsequent

insert each split point into the min -heap data structure

in ordered pairs, a second interest point of a pair

being the first interest point in a directly subsequent
pair ;

pair ;

maintain an order of the min -heap data structure based

maintain an order of the min - heap data structure based
upon each point of intersection ' s distance from the 20

reference point;

link each split point with its pair of interest point and
subsequent interest point; and
perform steps a )-e ) until a termination condition is
reached :
25
a ) detect the querying device traversing a split point;
b ) move the position of the reference point from the
initial position to a position of the traversed split
point;

c ) in the list swap the position of the interest point 30
and subsequent adjacent interest point ( s1 , s2 )
linked to the traversed split point thereby causing

upon each point of intersection ' s distance from the

reference point ;

link each split point with its pair of interest point and
subsequent interest point;
perform steps a )- e) until a termination condition is
reached :
a ) detect the querying device traversing a split point;
b ) move the position of the reference point from the
initial position to a position of the traversed split
point;
c ) in the list swap the position of the interest point
and subsequent adjacent interest point ( s1, s2 )
linked to the traversed split point thereby causing
the list to be ordered by the distance to the position
of the traversed split point ;
d ) remove from the min -heap data structure, each
split point being computed using pairs (so , s1) ,
(s1, s2 ) and (s2 , s3 ); and

the list to be ordered by the distance to the position
of the traversed split point;
d ) remove from the min -heap data structure , each 35
split point being computed using pairs (s0 , sl),
(s1, s2 ) and (s2 , s3) ; and
e ) for each ofpairs ( s0 , s2 ), ( s2 , sl), and (s1, s3 ), add
e ) for each of pairs (s0 , s2 ), (s2, sl ), and (s1 , s3 ), add
to the min -heap data structure a nearest (to the
to the min -heap data structure a nearest ( to the
reference point) intersection point of the trajectory
reference point) intersection point of the trajectory 40
and the perpendicular bisector of each respective
and the perpendicular bisector of each respective
pair ; and
pair ; and
continuously transmit the k -nearest interest points to
transmit the k -nearest interest points to the mobile
device .
the mobile device .
12 . A system for performing computer -based continuous 45 13 . The system of claim 12 , prior to the swap interest
k - nearest neighbors (kNN ) query in location based services point s1being in the first partition and interest point s2 being
for moving objects , which outputs ordered query results in in the second partition , the processor being further config
a continuous and progressive manner, the system compris -

ing:

a querying device; and
a query computing device in communication with the
querying device and comprising a computer readable

50

medium comprising instructions that when executed

causes at least one processor to :

receive a continuous k -nearest neighbor (kNN ) query 55
from a querying device ;
detect an initial position , a current position , and a
trajectory path of the querying device , the initial
position being considered a reference point;

ured to :
identify and remove each of interest point sl’ s adjacent
neighbors that are not adjacent neighbors of any inter

est points in the first partition , as defined in the Voronoi

Diagram , from the list;
remove from the min -heap data structure each split points
linked to the removed sl’s adjacent neighbors in the
ordered list;

identify and add s2 's adjacent neighbors that are not in the
second partition , as defined in the Voronoi Diagram , to
the ordered list; and
for each new pair formed as the result of adding s2 ' s

continuously detect a set of interest points surrounding 60

adjacent neighbors to the ordered list, add to the

the querying device along the trajectory path ;
continuously map the set of interest points into a

min -heap data structure the nearest ( to the reference

Voronoi diagram ;
store and index the set of interest points using a Voronoi

point) intersection point of the trajectory path and the
perpendicular bisector of the new pair .

14 . The system of claim 13 , the processor being further

65 configured to :
R -tree (VR-tree );
continuously compute a set of k -nearest interest points
optimize identification of interest point sl ' s adjacent
neighbors that are not adjacentneighbors of the k -near
to the querying device;
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est interest points by utilizing a graph which contains

16

17. The system of claim 12, the query computing device

mappings between each interest point sk in the ordered
list and each interest point that sk is referencing and
each interest point that is referencing sk in the list; and

being the same as the querying device .
18 . The system of claim 12 , the processor further config

lizing a graph which contains mappings between each

medium to maintain the linking between each split

:
optimize identification of interest point s2 's adjacent 5 uredusetopointers
in the memory of the computer readable
neighbors that are not in the second partition by uti

interest point sk in the ordered list and each interest
point that sk is referencing and each interest point that
is referencing sk in the list.
15 . The system of claim 14 , the graph being implemented
dented 10

by using a reference pointer in the memory of a computer
readable medium , the reference pointer being stored in one

point in the min -heap data structure and each corre

sponding two interest points in the ordered list used to

generate each respective split point.
19 . The system of claim 12 , the termination condition

comprising one of the following situations: the reference

point becomes a split point or a specified point in the

element in the ordered list and point to another element in
path ; or the min - heap data structure is empty .
list to represent the relationship in the Voronoi diagram of 15 trajectory
20
.
The
system of claim 12, an interest point being at least
two interest points in the ordered list.

16 . The system of claim 12 , when interest points sl and
s2 are not in the second partition , the processor being further

configured to :

transmit the first partition to the querying device .

one of a hospital, medical office, restaurant, gas station ,
store , or any combination thereof.
landmark , hotel, structure , service provider, vendor, retailer,

